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Post Event Pack | Tokyo 2019 | #IRTOKYO19

IR ‘On the Road’
May 8th - 11th, 2019
The Ritz-Carlton, Tokyo

Message from the Founder
Dear Attendees,
It was great spending some memorable days together in Tokyo.
This IR ‘On the Road’ Tokyo event was attended by over 115+ members coming
from 35+ jurisdictions around the world. Naturally, there was a large number of
members in attendance from the Asia / Pacific region and this was reflected
in the content of the program, with a strong emphasis on identifying business
opportunities in the region.
Furthermore, the conference offered an extensive professional and social
programme. Professionally, we heard from leading authorities such as Heizo
Takenaka who provided an in-depth insight in to the Japanese and Asian
economies and Bob Murray, MBA, PhD on The Science of Leading HighPerformance Teams. The schedule also allowed for significant networking
time and breakout sessions; including a special trip to the Tokyo courts for
our Disputes members; Australasia workshop and business and practice
management session.
Whilst socially, there was a variety of member hosted events, opening drinks
reception at The Ritz Carlton and walking tour of the city. The evening dinner
was hosted at the Gonpachi Nishi-Azabu, otherwise known as ‘the Kill Bill
restaurant’. The restaurant gave itself a name when its beautiful decor inspired

director, Quentin Tarantino, for the set of his blockbuster ‘Kill Bill’. Due to its
big name it has been visited by many an important figure, including George
W. Bush. The Friday optional excursion to the Robot show was a unique
entertainment experience for the attendees to see a very different side to Japan.
Whilst, our Saturday excursion to Nikko was an historic and scenic retreat in the
heart of Japan, nestled in the mountains north of Tokyo.
Within this pack, you will find details of all presentations, along with links to
photos and video galleries. If you would like a high-resolution copy of any
image, please let us know and we will happily send it on to you.
Our remaining events for 2019 are Chicago 10th–13th July and the Annual
Conference in Amsterdam 26th–29th October. We hope to see many of you
there. As a reminder, these are all limited ticket events to ensure most effective
relationship development time. To ensure you don’t miss out, please register
your interest via events@irglobal.com.
Please keep a close eye on group updates, as there are many exciting
developments coming soon. It is an exciting time to be part of IR Global and we
thank you again for your ongoing support.
Yours sincerely

Watch the previous IR
conference highlights:
bit.ly/1i3REF3
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“This is a truly insightful and enjoyable
event for learning and sharing the
cross-industry deal making in Asia
countries! Great and look forward to
participating more!”.
Jian Zhang of Pamir Law Group, China & Taiwan

Headline Sponsors

Freitas & Weinberg LLP


fawlaw.com

Robert Freitas

Daniel Weinberg



rfreitas@fawlaw.com



dweinberg@fawlaw.com



+1 650 593 6300



+1 650 730 5501

Freitas & Weinberg LLP is a Silicon Valley law firm established in 2011 by former partners of Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP. We are high quality,
service-oriented lawyers with an entrepreneurial approach to our business. Our experience and focus make us quick and decisive. We are not burdened
by layers of management or unnecessary overhead. We offer efficient and flexible fee arrangements, and selectively represent clients on a contingent
fee basis.
We are ready to meet any challenge, as shown by our unprecedented trial win in the Best Buy TFT-LCD antitrust litigation.
“Entrepreneurial lawyers like us are rethinking the law firm model and coming up with new ways to deliver high quality service and results at a reasonable
cost.” – Bob Freitas, Founding Partner.
Bob Freitas, one of the founding partners of the firm, is a versatile trial lawyer who focuses his practice on antitrust and competition litigation and counseling, intellectual property litigation, representation of policyholders in insurance coverage claims and litigation, and complex litigation for technology
companies.
Dan is a Partner at Freitas & Weinberg LLP. Dan focuses his practice on complex disputes involving technology companies, including patent and
trade secret litigation, insurance recovery litigation, and antitrust litigation. Dan also has represented clients in data security and privacy-related cases,
including the defense of consumer class action claims.
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Kuroda Law Offices


kuroda-law.gr.jp

Dana Evan Marcos

Kenji Kuroda



marcos-d@kuroda-law.gr.jp



kekuroda@kuroda-law.gr.jp



+81 3 5425 3211



+81 3 5425 3211

Kuroda Law Offices is a full-service law firm, founded in 1995. Our focus is intellectual property litigation including Japanese and foreign patents,
international business matters such as direct investment and finance projects, and mergers and acquisitions both domestic and abroad. We also
have ample experience with areas such as investing in developing nations and growing markets, Internet businesses using digital contents, and
sports marketing.
We have offices not only in Tokyo, but also in Shanghai and Taipei, and our affiliate, KLO Investment Consulting (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., is located in
Shanghai, with branches in Guangzhou and Beijing, making it possible for us to offer comprehensive local, one-stop service.
Additionally, by making use of our extensive experience with Chinese legal affairs and collaborating with local law and patent offices in various
countries, we are able to support businesses expanding into developing countries with underdeveloped legal systems.
At the same time, in the field of intellectual property rights, we have provided all manner of advice for the prevention of litigation and disputes and for
the optimization of client profits, including methods for the effective use of copyrights, patent rights, trademarks and design rights, and on strategic
planning for the design and development of new products so as not to infringe existing patent rights. We have also handled countless cases in
relatively new fields, such as LEDs and digital content.
To accommodate the ever-changing needs of both client and market, we aim to provide the very best legal services to our clients using our expertise,
flexibility, and organizational strengths, as well as our long-standing experience.

Social Event Sponsors
AUSTRALIA

James Conomos Lawyers
James Conomos


jcl.com.au



jim@jcl.com.au



+ 61 7 3004 8200

Wiebke Herrmann


jcl.com.au



wiebke@jcl.com.au



+ 61 7 3004 8200

Established by James Conomos in July 1992, James Conomos Lawyers is a boutique legal firm offering specialist expertise in commercial litigation and insolvency.
From humble beginnings, the firm has become one of Australia’s leading boutique law firms. Based in modern offices in Brisbane’s central business hub, James
Conomos Lawyers is a team of high calibre professional staff who take an active role in the legal community, ensuring their expertise is always at the leading
edge of their profession.

JAPAN

Daiichi LPC
Kazuto Yamamoto


daiichi-law.jp



yamamoto@daiichi-law.jp



+81 6 7669 8936

Founded in 1964, Daiichi Legal Professional Corporation is a full-service commercial law firm representing domestic and global companies through its Tokyo and
Osaka offices. We have a long history of handling matters in conventional practice areas, such as IP, labor & employment, insolvency, and commercial and IP
litigation. In fact, Daiichi lawyers are continuously highly-ranked in “Best Lawyers in Japan” in the areas of Corporate and M&A, IP, Labor and Employment, Real
Estate, Insolvency, and Criminal Defense. At the same time, we are also responsive to the fast-changing demands of international commerce and technology that
our clients face. We are well-positioned to provide our clients with cutting-edge advice in matters involving such emerging legal fields as Blockchain Technology,
AI, RPA, Big Data and IoT.

AUSTRALIA

Koffels Solicitors & Barristers
Ross Koffel


koffels.com.au



rosskoffel@koffels.com.au



+61 2 9283 5599

Julia Koffel


koffels.com.au



juliakoffel@koffels.com.au



+61 2 9283 5599

Our firm opened in 1990, and we now represent clients ranging from small and medium-sized enterprises, to established industry leaders. Additionally, we
understand what it is like to build, own and run your own business and we take great pride in working with clients who trust us with what is often their life’s work.
Essentially, we are a business minded law firm.
Because we are business minded, we therefore understand the full range of issues that both individuals and businesses face. Our principal has owned and run his
own successful multinational advertising business, and our staff hold qualifications in business, finance and accounting. We draw upon our full range of experience
gained over the years in representing our commercial clients.
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James Conomos Lawyers sponsored the evening drinks reception at the Ritz Carlton Hotel

Daiichi LPC sponsored the evening dinner at Gonpachi Nishi-Azabu

Koffels Solicitors & Barristers sponsored the evening dinner at Gonpachi Nishi-Azabu

Exhibitors

INDONESIA

Marccus Partners Mabel & Associates, Attorneys at Law
Meggy Parengkuan

JAPAN

Honmachi International Law
Office, P.C.
Kazuhiko Nishihara



marccuspartners.id



honmachi-law.com



+62 21 720 2605



+81 6 6226 7213



mabel.parengkuan@marccuspartners.id



k-nishihara@honmachi-law.com

Now working in collaboration with Honmachi International Law Office,
Marccus Partners, Mabel & Associates, Attorneys at Law is a team of legal
practitioners in Indonesia that bring their local and international expertise
to bear in various areas of practice. With lawyers well versed in legal
issues relating to foreign investment, their particular area of expertise lies
in this field where they provide a ‘single integrated service’ for clients
wishing to invest in Indonesia.

Honmachi International Law Office (“HILO”), a full-service international law
firm based in Osaka, Japan was established by Kazuhiko Nishihara in
2015. Kazuhiko Nishihara is admitted in Japan and New York and has
practiced in both countries offering a wide range of legal services. Having
recently signed a collaboration agreement with Marccus Partners, Mabel
& Associates, Attorneys at Law in Indonesia, he and his team look to
build on their reputation of providing clients with satisfactory solutions
consistent with the rule of law.
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Keynote Speakers
Heizo Takenaka
Professor Emeritus, Keio University, Former Minister for Economic and Fiscal Policy

“So amazing that you managed to get him to speak.
He was so informative.....excellent talk.”
Katherine Evans of Mirkwood Evans Vincent Limited, England

Heizo Takenaka is a professor emeritus at Keio University and a professor at Toyo University in Japan .And was formerly Minister for Internal Affairs
and Communications (2005-2006). In his capacity as an economist and as part of his social activities, he also serves on several advisory boards and
committees including: Member of the Policy Council under Abe Administration; Director, Academyhills and Chairman, Pasona Group Inc and Outside
Director, Orix Corporation and Outside Director, SBI Holdings Inc. He was named to the Foundation Board of the World Economic Forum in 2007.
Professor Takenaka’s research interest is in economic policy.
In 2001, Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi named Professor Takenaka the Minister for Economic/Fiscal Policy, in which position he chaired the Council on
Economic and Fiscal Policy and steered macroeconomic policy. Over the next 5 and a half years, he spearheaded Japan’s economic structural reform.
In 2002, Professor Takenaka was named the Minister for both Financial Services and Economic/Fiscal Policy. In this capacity, he accomplished the
disposal of non-performing loans of Japanese banks, which had hindered the Japanese economy for more than 10 years. In 2004, he was elected to the
House of Councilors, and was named the Minister for both Economic/Fiscal Policy and Privatization of the Postal Services. In this capacity, he realized
the privatization of Japan Post, the biggest public enterprise in Japan. In 2005, he was named the Minister for both Internal Affairs and Communication,
and Privatization of the Postal Services. The following year, Professor Takenaka returned to academia, leaving both the Cabinet and the House of
Councilors when Prime Minister Koizumi resigned.

PRESENTS:

Thinking about the Japanese and Asian economies
Mr Takenaka’s presentation focused on Changes in the World Economy: The End of the Great Moderation; US-China Conflict and the Asian Economy;
The Fourth Industrial Revolution and the Japanese Economy and finally the Japanese economy in 2019

Bob Murray, MBA, PhD

Jacky Hill

Principal of Fortinberry Murray

Performance-Based Sales & Marketing
Executive

Bob Murray, PhD (Clinical Psychology), co-founder of Fortinberry Murray, is
an internationally recognized expert in strategy, leadership development and
behavioural change.
Distinguished for his ability to uncover the core of an issue, Bob has developed ground breaking methods for measuring, benchmarking and improving
an organization’s capacity for change and adaptation. He specializes in
ensuring executive teams develop and drive strategies that will be embraced
and actioned. He has worked with firms in the US, Australia, Asia and Europe.
Bob’s insights are based on his wide experience and also on his deep knowledge of research in the areas of management, psychology, genetics and
neurobiology. His work with Alicia on the development of personality earned
them the American Science Achievement Award. They also advised the US
government on workplace stress and other workplace issues.

Jacky Hill is an award-winning Sales and Marketing professional*. After 25
years as President of a large national company, building it from a single newsprint publication to over 40 real estate publications across Canada, Jacky
moved on to found her own boutique sales & marketing company, Boldfolks.
Boldfolks located in Toronto has some big ideas and big clients, including
leaders in Media, Broadband and some of Canada’s larger Associations. Her
passion is leading small to medium size businesses, helping them increase
their revenue and competitive brand positions and introducing them to the
right technology fits for their business budgets and goals.
*Condominium Council Sales Professional of Year. Ontario Home Builders
Association Sales & Marketing person of the year. Riley Brethor Award from
the Building Industry and Land Development Association.

He is an acclaimed keynote speaker and is widely published. Bob has been
frequently quoted in major publications such as The New York Times, Entrepreneur and Sydney Morning Herald. He is a regular contributor to top publications such as Lawyers Weekly, GRC Professional, Solicitors Journal and
Effective Executive. Bob has lectured at Sydney, Duke, Tufts, South Florida
and California State universities.

Jacky has served as chair of the marketing council of the Toronto Homebuilders and on various boards of directors, including one of Canada’s largest
home building associations BILD. Jacky has served on the executive of one
public company and currently sits on the executive of 2 client companies.
She has been recognized as a Leader by Sick Children’s Hospital for her
assistance in marketing and find raising.

PRESENTS:

PRESENTS:

The Science of Leading High-Performance
Teams

Sales & Business Growth Workshop:
Three tools that can change your business

Bob’s presentation looked at leadership behaviours which foster high-per
forming teams.

Three tools that can change your business. Host Jacky Hill discussed small
to medium size business often struggle with scale and business growth. The
attendees learnt how some simple tools & new thinking + marketing ideas can
increase efficiency and generate more leads and sales.

To gain the respect, trust and loyalty of high-performing teams and maximize
their potential for innovation, the Leader needs to adopt a strongly relationship-focused style. He or she needs to reward individuals and the team as a
whole while facilitating team bonding through giving appropriate autonomy,
let team members explore and experiment with new ways of doing things
and encourage them to discuss their ideas, maintaining functional control by
setting clear expectations and milestones for delivery.

All presentations can be downloaded from DropBox via bit.ly/30yxtWR
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Breakout Sessions &
Workshops
Disputes Breakout Hosted
by Kuroda Law Offices
The Disputes group had a memorable experience at the Tokyo District Court organised
by headline sponsor Kuroda Law Offices.
The group observed proceedings in the courtroom of the Tokyo District Court. The
session then continued in the meeting space of the Tokyo bar Association gain deeper
knowledge how the Japanese legal system and discuss the proceedings they had
witnessed in the court.

Commercial
This session was split into two parts and hosted by the attending
steering committee members.
PART 1: Each attendee had the opportunity to share an interesting
case / instruction / transaction they have worked on the last 12
months which demonstrates their unique expertise.
PART 2: Case Study Scenario: Attendees were asked to give their
own opinion based around their own expertise and jurisdictional
viewpoint.

Accountancy Breakout
This session was split into two parts and hosted by by Marco G.
Walser (Switzerland), Paul Beare (UK) and Christopher Gammal
(Luxembourg).
PART 1: Effects of Digitalization, Artificial Intelligence, Robotics Transition from paper to digital / Using Blockchain / How these industry changes are affecting firms and their clients in each jurisdiction?
PART 2: Tax Optimization across borders.

M&A Breakout
This session was split into three parts and hosted by the attending
steering committee members.
PART 1: Member presentations - insight into the deal process and
complexities in Asia.
PART 2: Are you a ‘dealmaker’? discussion led by committee members Laurie Sanders. How can the IR deal teasers and deal makers
event work for all, considering variables such as confidentiality, cultural and operational differences advisors face?
Part 3: (Open discussion with sub topics led by committee members) – Top issues facing Cross Border Transactions.

Australasia Workshop
This Tokyo conference had a sizeable delegation from Australasia.
The Australasian members hosted and managed this session, which
comprised of an overview video and panel discussion. Its focus was
on opportunities and doing business in the region as well as examining their relationships with other Asia/Pacific jurisdictions.

Sales & Business Growth Workshop
Three tools that can change your business. Host Jacky Hill discussed
small to medium size business often struggle with scale and business growth. The attendees learnt how some simple tools & new
thinking + marketing ideas can increase efficiency and generate
more leads and sales.

Practice Management Workshop

Attendees during their visit to the Tokyo District Court

Hosted by respective committee members the group discussed the
80/20 rule: What is your own interpretation of what this means?
(turnover/profit/ time spent) and do you measure it in your firm? And
what measures does your firm undertake or should undertake to
tackle these issues?

IR Global Update
During the conference attendees heard from our Founder Thomas Wheeler and Business Development Director Ross Nicholls on new developments and future
initiatives.

IR Member Hosted Meetings – 1st Quarter of 2019

US WEST

MENA

LATAM

AUSTRALASIA
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th Recent Developments

star New Initiatives

REFERRAL ACTIVITY

THINKTANK

This Activity Report update provides a short snapshot of the network’s referral activity and ongoing collaborations within this period. Within the report
you will find; Activity Summary for the quarter, National meeting updates,
Member meetings whilst travelling.

In terms of improving our service offering, we have launched a thinktank
within the network. Any member who is interested is able to join and its an
opportunity to both hear first our development plans and also be able to
help shape future strategy by sharing your expertise.

IR GLOBAL MEMBERS APP

RISING STARS

An updated version on the app will be ready in the next 2 months.
With improved functionality for arranging meetings and obtaining important
group updates.

This year we are proud to offer our Rising Stars a bespoke program in order
for them to learn about each other’s jurisdictions, their expertise, as well
as knowledge share the challenges they currently face in their own career
development. The program will analyse and develop soft skills such as;
dealing with difficult clients, marketing, retention and personal development.

DEAL TEASERS
Via the online members area, all members can now submitdeal opportunities or ask their client manager to do so on their behalf. These deals are
then shared on our online drive, sent to our transactional groups, shared at
events and will be included on a deals newsletter.

‘THE TEN CLUB’
This year we are launching ‘The Ten Club’ as an opportunity to give something back to the members and say thank you for this ongoing support. The
Ten Club is for any IR Global member who has attended 10x paid for events.
Members will be entitled to a 10% discount off all future event ticket costs.
The same discount will also be applied to annual membership fee when it
is due for renewal.

book 2019 Marketing Collaborations
ASSOCIATION OF CORPORATE COUNSEL

LEGAL 500

In 2019, we are creating a multi-jurisdictional comparative guide to
negotiating commercial contracts and handling contract disputes for their
membership. ACC is the world’s largest in-house counsel organization with
over 40,000 members worldwide.

In 2019, we have a publishing partnership in place with the Legal 500.
This will result in all group publications and , thought leadership articles distributed via their site. Reaching an audience of over 1.5million.

Conference Overview
Tokyo 2019
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Walking Tour, 8th May
Tokyo Metropolis, is one of the 47 prefectures of Japan and has been the capital since
1869. The Greater Tokyo Area is the most populous metropolitan area in the world.
It is the seat of the Emperor of Japan, the Japanese government and the National
Diet. Tokyo is in the Kantō region on the southeastern side of the main island Honshu
and includes the Izu Islands and Ogasawara Islands, and we even got to see the new
Emperor which was a real treat!

Drinks Reception,
8th May
Sponsored by James Conomos Lawyers. We hosted our drinks reception in
the Ritz Carlton Hotel, including drinks and canapes. This was a great way to
start the conference and gave opportunity to welcome our first-time attendees
and reconnect with existing members
See more photos here: bit.ly/2VBZb11
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Speakers &
Presentations,
9th May
We heard from high class speakers on topics of doing business in Asia and firm
management. Each presentation was followed by Table sessions with a set topic.
Attendees were able to share their own experiences and listen to others, thus
providing a take away of valuable knowledge and ideas.
See more photos here: bit.ly/2VxQkNX

“The venue was exceptional, the speakers and the programs held your attention, and the
networking opportunities were plentiful. In all, the event was a tremendous success because it
was over too soon. Congratulations IR Global.”
- Robert Silverman of Grunfeld, Desiderio, Lebowitz, Silverman & Klestadt LLP, US - New York

Evening Dinner,
9th May

Sponsored by Koffels Solicitors & Barristers and Daiichi Legal Professional Corporation. The evening dinner venue Gonpachi Nishiazabu allowed for an authentic Japanese experience with a mix of Hollywood as the restaurant is famously known for its
scene in Quentin Tarantino’s 2004 film Kill Bill. The guests enjoy entertainment from
Japanese Drum Group SAI.
See more photos here: bit.ly/2VFPUp3
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Breakout Sessions &
Workshops,
10th May

During the first part of the morning, there was a variety of working group meetings
focusing on different practice area topics, including a court visit for the disputes
group. Then within the second half of the day, members were split into groups
for workshops.
See more photos here: bit.ly/2VDQhAi

Excursions,
10th & 11th May

Attendees enjoyed 2 memorable optional excursions. On Friday evening a group
attended the crazy and vibrant Robot Show in Shinjuku’s Kabukicho district. The
following day the attendees visited the Nikko, best known for its vast and rich nature
as well as the the many famous sightseeing spots, including historical shrines and
temples.

“Hilarious, Spectacular, intriguing: a great insight
into modern Japan!!”
- Marco G. Walser of Walser & Partner AG, Switzerland on the
Robot Show excursion
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Send IR Global
Your Photos!
Here at IR Global we pride ourselves on the relationships created
within the group at our conferences and we want to show that off
in the best way we can, we want your photos! Dont be shy - we
want your selfies, group photos, your favourite landscape snapshots and even your favourite food moments, yum. Time to get
scrolling through those photo galleries.
This event’s hashtag was #IRTOKYO19 so when you are sharing
your photos on social media platforms be sure to use it. By doing
this you help us in selecting the most artistic, creative and of
course, humorous to share with the network on our platforms and
possibly be featured in our upcoming publications so, quality is
key.

#

Let’s get showcasing!
When sharing on your own social media platforms be sure to
mention IR Global and use the hashtag #IRTOKYO19. Don’t
forget to tag the members in the photo as well. If you don’t have
social media capabilities don’t worry we have our very own
social media manager Matthew who can do this for you, just
email him at the following address matthew@irglobal.com
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Testimonials
Every new meeting opens your eyes to perspectives and opportunities you may not have envisaged, and On The Road, Tokyo was such a fine
example of just that. Lots of networking with lots of bridges built. Thank you to all who made it such a success.”
- Julia Koffel of Koffels Solicitors & Barristers, Australia

“IR Global has always been very good in organizing great events

“Meeting periodically with colleagues old and new is what makes IR

where participants both learn about new topics and meet new

Global so beneficial. As the relationships deepen the conferences

friends”.

become more valuable”.

- Lionel Paraire of Galion, France

- Todd Skinner of Skinner and Company CPAs, Arizona – US

“Congratulations on a good conference: I found it a lot better than

“As part of the Ten Club, I have participated in many events, but with

the AGM, both due to the lower numbers, and the high-quality ses-

so many multi-jurisdiction members in attendance, this was the best

sions. Every session gave me something I can use in our business”.

IR Global event. The intimacy, quality of presentations including

- Martin Kirkness of Dry Kirkness, Australia

excursion were superb. Well done team!”
- Paul Beare of Paul Beare Ltd, England

“The event experience in Tokyo was very special due to the location. The group was of a manageable size and I had the opportunity

“The speakers (Dr. Heizo Takanaka and Dr. Bob Murray) were well

to have meaningful discussions with most delegates as to opportu-

selected and gave very good talks on topics that are relevant to our

nities for the sharing of work with each other. It was indeed the most

profession. For the Disputes group, the tour of the Japanese courts

stunning “On the Road Event” ever attended by me”.

(hosted by Kuroda Law) is most informative”.

- Ross Koffel of Koffels Solicitors & Barristers, Australia

- Gilbert M. Viloria of Mendoza & Pangan, Philippines

“It was helpful to see old acquaintances and continue to share with

“This was again a great conference. The topics and speakers were

them same ethical and professional values”.

excellent”.

- Christian Roth of rothpartners, France

- Friggo Kraaijeveld of KC Legal, Netherlands

“We had an amazing conference in Tokyo with IR Global. The session with Dr. Bob Murray was insightful and
thought provoking. I am returning home tomorrow and
will be applying many of the things he expressed to improve my leadership style. What really stuck were the 3
kinds of praise: praise for what has been done; praise
for how someone has done something; and praise for
who praise. The friendships continued and the new
ones made on a global basis reinforces the tremendous
impact IR Global brings to all of our practices. As we
attend these events and renew relationships it makes it
so easy to rely on our friends’ expertise and experience

tured on our
a
e
f
e
B
- Jayson Schwarz of Schwarz Law LLPia
– Canada – East
Social Med

both for incoming and outgoing referrals. Thank you,
Tom, Ross and the team.”

2019 Events
Please ensure you register your interest for the conferences with our events team. All events have a limited number of tickets available and
are expected to sell out. For further information please contact events@irglobal.com.

IR ‘On the Road’ Chicago
10th-13th July, 2019
Join us in Chicago July 2019 at The Mid-America Club for the IR on the
road conference. The schedule also includes a luxury networking dinner at
The Art Institute of Chicago and the opportunity to network and take in the
views on an afternoon cruise along the Chicago river.
For further information see the pre-event pack

Tickets now on sale – secure your ticket here.

IR Annual Conference
Amsterdam
26th-29th October, 2019
We are looking forward to welcoming attendees to Amsterdam for the
IR annual conference October 2019. It will be a fantastic opportunity
for you to spend quality time with your fellow members from around
the world, develop relationships and explore new opportunities and
ideas for collaboration.

For further information see the pre-event pack here.
Tickets now on sale – secure your ticket here.

Looking forward to 2020
IR ‘On the Road’ Miami
22nd - 25th January 2020
We are delighted to announce the 2020 IR ‘On the Road’ Conference will be held at the Conrad, Miami, 22nd - 25th January 2020.
The ‘On the Road’ conference will include welcome evening drinks
reception, full day conference, luxury evening networking dinner
and breakout sessions and workshops.

Find out more here.
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91%

of attendees felt the Tokyo event
was value for money.*
*results calculated from post event survey

Contacts

Thomas Wheeler
Founder
thomas@irglobal.com

Ross Nicholls
Business Development Director
ross@irglobal.com

Samuel Roberts
Snr. Business Development Manager
samuel@irglobal.com

Rebecca Burden
Office Manager
rebecca@irglobal.com

Rachel Finch
Channel Sales Manager
rachel@irglobal.com

“Meeting new connections, exploring an interesting city with colleagues from
all over the world and head back home with renewed inspiration is what
makes these events so great”.
- Anna Martine Stubben Skovsgaard of Holst, Advokater, Denmark

UK HEAD OFFICE









IR Global, The Piggery, Woodhouse Farm, Catherine de Barnes Lane, Catherine de Barnes B92 0DJ,
Telephone: +44 (0)1675 443396 | www.irglobal.com | info@irglobal.com

